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- 25 years public sector counter fraud experience
- CSAG – Cabinet Office
- Fighting Fraud and Corruption Locally (FFCL) Board Member
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- 30 years public/private sector counter fraud experience
- CIPFA Affiliate Member
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- Experienced public sector counter fraud leader
- CIPFA Affiliate Member

Heidi Loren De Sousa
Counter Fraud Apprenticeship Manager, CIPFA
- 15 years experience in the field of investigative practice
- An ambassador of learning
- Developed CIPFA's Counter Fraud Apprenticeship Programme
An Expert View

- What does the future of fraud look like? A Dystopian View (MM)
- What is the biggest current/future challenge for local government counter fraud teams? (MF)
- What are the pros and cons of shared service working arrangements? (NJ)
- Up-skilling the workforce with limited resources (HD)

Areas of Discussion

- How can local government prepare itself for change?
- What role does central government play in enabling/assisting local government?
- What role does CIPFA have for local government counter fraud?
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